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Outline

❖ Tevatron performs well 

❖ Large amount of data already in the can 

❖ Keep searching for new physics beyond Standard Model

❖ Will cover in my talk two unique signatures:

‣ quirks

‣ hidden valley models (lepton-jet signature)

❖ Very first exploration of those models at hadron colliders

❖ Analysis done with data up to 5.8fb-1
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Tevatron @Fermilab

❖ Was the most energetic collider in 
the world until recently 

❖ @ √s=1.96 TeV

3

❖ Delivered 9fb-1

❖ Recorded 8fb-1/experiment 

❖ Deliver rate ~ 2fb-1 /year now

❖ Expect 11~12fb-1 by end of 2011

5.8fb-1
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D0
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❖ Multi-purpose detector

❖ Tracking system: primary vertex, track, pT, dE/dx, etc.. 

❖ Calorimeter: E, E̸T, 

❖ Muon system: muon detection

1.2 m
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Quirks
❖ One possible minimal extension of the SM: new fermions are introduced Q and 

Q ̅ : quirks

❖ Two parameters: mQ and Λ (new Gauge coupling)

❖ Pair-produced if Q carries some SM charges (e only, no SM color)

❖ Bounded state when Λ << mQ≅0.1-1 TeV

❖ Unique signature: a high ET track with large dE/dx, a jet and E̸T aligned with track

5

Oleksiy Atramentov05/11/2011

• J. Kang, M. Luty, JHEP 0911:065 (2009)

- minimal extension of SM: new unbroken SU(3) gauge group with new fermions, 
quirks; carry SM charges

- such an extension has two parameters: mass of quirk and strength of new SU(N) 
gauge coupling,  defined through scale ! where it becomes strong

- Phenomenology at hadron colliders in case !<<mQ!0.1-1 TeV:

" Breaking of infracolor string is exponentially suppressed due to large mQ/!

" Hence quirks stay connected by the sting, like a rubber band that can stretch macroscopically

• 100 eV < ! < keV: macroscopic strings: anomalous tracks

• 100 keV < ! < MeV: mesoscopic strings: behaves as one particle

• 100 MeV < ! < m : microscopic strings: annihilate, hadronic fireball
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FIG. 2: Anomalous tracks from quirks with macroscopic (a)&(b) and mesoscopic (c) strings respectively.
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FIG. 3: β and β · γ of di-quirk system for various quirk masses.
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FIG. 4: β · γ of individual quirks in the center of momentum of di-quirk system for various quirk masses.
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FIG. 5: Unsmeared energy deposition of di-quirk system for mQ = 40 GeV and mQ = 160 GeV.
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Quirks -- II
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❖ Background estimated with data

‣ Lepton background (e and μ); multi-jet background; noise-like background 

❖ Signal simulated with MadGraph+PYTHIA processed with GEANT3 D0 detector 
simulation

‣ dE/dx is calculated separately for quirks with detector resolutions and instrumental noise 
from data  

5

jected to suppress multi-jet background. We require a
track in the fiducial region of the central tracker with
|η| < 1.6 and pT > 40 GeV. The track should have at130

least four hits in the SMT and at least 12 hits in the
CFT in order to suppress background from fake tracks.
Multi-jet events are further rejected by applying the fol-
lowing isolation criteria. The sum of the pT of all other
tracks in a cone of radius R =

�
(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2 < 0.5135

around the candidate track must be less than 2.5 GeV. A
similar isolation condition is applied for the total trans-
verse energy measured in the calorimeter cells in a hollow
cone of radius 0.1 < R < 0.4 around the candidate track;
this energy must be less than 2.5 GeV. We require the140

track to be back-to-back in the transverse plane with the
jet, |∆φ(trk, jet)| > 2.5.

In order to suppress W (→ lν)+jet background we ap-
ply a cut on the azimuthal angle between the track and
the missing transverse momentum, |∆φ (trk, �ET )| < 0.5.145

We determine muon(electron) distributions of dE/dx
from Z → µ+µ−(e+e−) data events. In these events
we require at least one of the leptons to have an associ-
ated track that passes all signal selection criteria and an
invariant mass of the two leptons to be consistent with150

the Z boson mass peak. The normalized distributions of
dE/dx along such tracks are shown in Fig. 1.

The background events where a candidate track is pro-
duced by a charged hadron come from multi-jet events
with incorrectly reconstructed �ET . We construct the155

dE/dx distribution for these events from tracks found
inside a jet (R < 0.5) with pT > 40 GeV and |η| < 1.6.
The track is required to pass signal selection, including
the track isolation requirement, and to originate from the
same vertex as the jet (|zjet − ztrk| < 1 cm).160

Another potential background comes from fake tracks
reconstructed from hit patterns of real charged particles
due to combinatoric ambiguities. To determine the shape
of the dE/dx, we use the same event selection criteria as
those used for hadrons, except the requirement of zero165

CFT hits to suppress contribution from real tracks (see
Fig. 1). The shape of the dE/dx distribution for the fake
tracks is significantly different from that for leptons and
hadrons since crossing angles for such tracks are mismea-
sured and thus the thickness per layer crossed is incor-170

rectly estimated.
Fig. 2 shows the comparison between the data and

the average of only the lepton and hadron backgrounds
(without fake tracks), normalized to the region dE/dx <
13 MeV/cm, and the predicted quirk signal for two mass175

values. We observe no excess of highly ionizing tracks
above the expected background and set limits on the
quirk production cross-section.

We optimize the dE/dx cut to achieve the lowest
95 %C.L. limit for each quirk mass. The efficiency of the180

track quality requirement is obtained from Z → µ+µ−

data events. The systematic uncertainty on the signal ef-
ficiency comes from the combination of the uncertainties

in modeling di-quirk dE/dx, trigger turn-on, and track
quality, and is listed in Table I.185

We take the largest variation of individual lepton and
hadron backgrounds from their average as a systematic
uncertainty on the background.

We observe an excess of data at low dE/dx with re-
spect to the lepton and hadron-only background (see190

Fig 2). A fit of the data to a sum of fake track and
SM background improves the agreement at low dE/dx.
However, in the absence of signal we disregard the con-
tribution from fake tracks to the events being considered
as quirk candidates.195

We perform a counting experiment in the region where
dE/dx is larger than a mQ dependent threshold, given
in Table I, and set an upper limit on the quirk produc-
tion cross section at the 95% C.L. Limits are calculated
using the modified frequentist CLS method [17] and are200

consistent with expectation (Fig. 3 and Table I).
To summarize, we have performed a search for single

highly ionizing tracks in events with an energetic jet and
large missing transverse momentum. This is the first
study of this final state and the first search for quirks.205

We find no excess of the searched highly ionizing tracks
and exclude charged quirks of mass up to 107 GeV at the
95% C.L.

We thank the staffs at Fermilab and collaborating
institutions, and acknowledge support from the DOE210

and NSF (USA); CEA and CNRS/IN2P3 (France);
FASI, Rosatom and RFBR (Russia); CNPq, FAPERJ,
FAPESP and FUNDUNESP (Brazil); DAE and DST (In-
dia); Colciencias (Colombia); CONACyT (Mexico); KRF
and KOSEF (Korea); CONICET and UBACyT (Ar-215

gentina); FOM (The Netherlands); STFC and the Royal
Society (United Kingdom); MSMT and GACR (Czech
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FIG. 1: Distribution of dE/dx for electrons, muons, hadrons,
and tracks made of random hits (fake tracks). Each distribu-
tion is normalized to unity and the last bin contains overflow
events. The shaded area represents both the statistical and
the systematic uncertainties.
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TABLE I: Results for each simulated quirk mass: dE/dx requirement, number of events in data, number of predicted background
events, overall signal efficiency, quirk production rate, and observed and expected 95% C.L. upper limits on the signal cross
section.

MQ (GeV) dE/dx cut (MeV/cm) Ndata Nbkg ± syst Efficiency±syst (%) σ (fb) Limit obs.(exp.) (fb)
60 19 4 5± 1 11± 2.0 63 22 (25)
80 21 2 1.9± 0.8 9.9± 2.1 29 20 (20)
100 24 0 0.9± 0.4 9.2± 1.9 16 13 (18)
120 24 0 0.9± 0.4 8.4± 1.7 9.3 14 (19)
140 24 0 0.9± 0.4 6.9± 1.4 5.6 18 (25)
160 24 0 0.9± 0.4 5.6± 1.1 3.4 22 (31)
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FIG. 2: Distribution of dE/dx for candidate tracks in 4632
data events with overlaid background normalized to the num-
ber of events in data with dE/dx < 13 MeV/cm. The shaded
area represents the combined background uncertainty. The
quirk signal is shown for two masses, mQ = 80(160) GeV,
and normalized to the expected number of events, 13 (0.53).
The last bin contains overflow events. The shaded area rep-
resents both the statistical and the systematic uncertainties.
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FIG. 3: Observed and expected 95% C.L. limits on σ(QQ̄ +
jet). The band shows ±1 standard deviation of the expected
limit.
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Quirks -- III
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❖ Find no signs of new physics

❖ Set an upper limits on the quirk production cross section for various quirk 
masses at 95% C.L. 

❖ Exclude charged electro-weakly interacting quirks with mass up to 107 GeV 
at 95% C. L. 

❖ This is the first experimental search for quirks

6

TABLE I: Results for each simulated quirk mass: value of a cut on dE/dx, number of observed events in data, number of
predicted background events, overall signal efficiency, quirk production rate, and observed and expected 95% C.L. upper limits
on the signal cross section.

MQ (GeV) dE/dx cut (MeV/cm) Ndata Nbkg ± syst Efficiency±syst (%) σ (fb) Limit obs.(exp.) (fb)
60 19 4 5± 1 11± 2.0 63 22 (25)
80 21 2 1.9± 0.8 9.9± 2.1 29 20 (20)
100 24 0 0.86± 0.4 9.2± 1.9 16 13 (18)
120 24 0 0.86± 0.4 8.4± 1.7 9.3 14 (19)
140 24 0 0.86± 0.4 6.9± 1.4 5.6 18 (25)
160 24 0 0.86± 0.4 5.6± 1.1 3.4 22 (31)
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FIG. 2: Distribution of dE/dx for candidate tracks in 4632
data events with overlaid background normalized to the num-
ber of events in data with dE/dx < 13 MeV/cm. The shaded
area represents the combined background uncertainty. The
quirk signal is shown for two masses mQ = 80(160) GeV and
normalized to the expected number of events 13 (0.53). The
last bin contains overflow events.
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FIG. 3: Observed and expected 95% C.L. limits on σ(QQ̄ +
jet). The band shows ±1 standard deviation of the expected
limit.
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Hidden Valleys
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❖ Hidden Valley models: 

❖ introduce a new, hidden sector

❖ weak couplings to SM sector

❖ new interpretation of astrophysics and dark matter?  

❖ Unique detector signature: 

❖ At least two isolated leptonic jets (l-jets) from the dark photon:

❖ high lepton content of the jets (muons and/or electrons)

❖ lepton matched to a central track together with a companion track of 
opposite charge within a 0.2 cone

❖ Large Missing Transverse Energy (ET̸) from the LSP in the hidden sector!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"#$%!&''( )*+$,!-!!!
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❖ Search in three channels:  ee, eμ, and μμ 

❖ Background estimated with data

‣ Multi-jet events (all three channels) and photon conversions for electron l-jet (ee only)

‣ Control region: low MET, non-isolated region, extrapolate to signal region

❖ Signal simulated with MadGraph+PYTHIA processed with GEANT3 D0 detector 
simulation

5

in the annular ring 0.2 < R < 0.4 relative to the seed265

track. Muon l-jet calorimeter isolation (Iµ), defined in266

Ref. [24], uses the transverse energies of all calorimeter267

cells within R < 0.4, excluding cells within R < 0.1 of268

either the seed muon or the companion track. For elec-269

tron l-jet isolation, we employ the EM cluster isolation,270

Ie , defined above. For achieving good estimates of back-271

ground contributions, it is critical that the l-jet isolation272

requirements not bias the kinematics, such as the E/T or273

pT of l-jets. For both muon and electron l-jets, track iso-274

lation is required to be Il <2 GeV, which does not signif-275

icantly bias the kinematics of background. Calorimeter276

isolation criteria are chosen as linear functions of l-jet pT277

values, such that the fraction of rejected background is278

large but minimally dependent on E/T , as discussed be-279

low. For EM objects, we choose IEM < 0.085×pT −0.53280

(in GeV units), which rejects 90% of the background.281

For muon l-jets we use the scalar sum of pT values of282

the muon and companion tracks as a measure of l-jet pT ,283

and require Iµ < 0.066 × pT + 2.35, which rejects 94%284

of the background. We compare the E/T distribution in285

the sample with just one isolated l-jet to all events in the286

sample with two (not necessarily isolated) l-jets. The two287

shapes are very close, which indicates that the kinematic288

bias of Ie and Iµ on the E/T is small. We therefore use the289

E/T distribution in the non-isolated sample to predict the290

background shape in the sample with two isolated l-jets,291

which is dominated by the same multijet processes.292

Finally, we require E/T >30 GeV, where E/T is calcu-293

lated using only the calorimeter information, and is not294

corrected for muons, since muon reconstruction is un-295

reliable in l-jets due to the presence of nearby tracks.296

We re-scale the E/T distribution in the non-isolated data297

sample so that the total number of events with E/T < 15298

GeV matches that in the isolated data sample, see Fig. 2.299

The ratio, R∫ , of the number of events in each channel300

with two l-jets and E/T >30 GeV divided by the num-301

ber with E/T <15 GeV, measured in the non-isolated data302

sample, is also given in Table I. The value of R∫ is impor-303

tant since were a signal to have a E/T spectrum similar304

to that of the background, this analysis would not be305

sensitive to it regardless of its cross section. The back-306

ground for a signal having f1 events with E/T <15 GeV307

and f2 with E/T >30 GeV is (f1/f2) × R∫ times larger308

than when no signal is present. For the signals consid-309

ered here, (f1/f2)×R∫ � 1 and the correction is ignored.310

If the track multiplicity in the l-jet is not large, the lead-311

ing track and its companion track are likely to come from312

the decay of the same dark photon, so we also examine313

the invariant mass of the seed and companion track for314

events selected in the three high E/T analysis channels315

(Fig. 3). The backgrounds are normalized by scaling the316

events passing all selections but with E/T < 20 GeV to317

data with E/T > 30 GeV outside of the mass windows,318

thus R∫ is irrelevant for this second analysis. The selec-319

tion of background events was loosened to E/T < 20 GeV320
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FIG. 2: The E/T distribution for events with two isolated muon
l-jets (top), one muon and one electron l-jet (middle), and
two electron l-jets (bottom). The data are given by the black
points, and the shaded bands represent the expected back-
grounds, with magenta showing the correlated part of the
systematic uncertainty from normalization and yellow the full
uncertainty. The SPS8 MC contribution for signal (see text)
is scaled to have an integrated content of 10 events. The
highest bin contains all events with E/T >100 GeV as well.

for this resonance search to improve the statistics of the321

sample.322

We split the detection efficiency into three components323

(see Table I): (i) the probability (B) for an event to have324

at least two l-jets in a given combination (ee, eµ, or µµ),325

on the basis of γD branching fractions [14], (ii) the accep-326

tance (A) for both l-jets to have the seed and companion327

tracks within |η| < 1.1 for electrons and < 1.6 for muons,328

with pT >10 and 4 GeV, respectively, and the E/T (cal-329
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FIG. 3: Invariant mass of dark photon candidates with two
isolated l-jets and E/T > 30 GeV, for muon (top) and elec-
tron (bottom) l-jets. Each candidate event contributes two
entries, one for each l-jet. The purple band shows the mass
distribution for events with E/T < 20 GeV, normalized to the
number of entries with E/T > 30 GeV. The lines show the
shape of MC signals added to backgrounds, arbitrarily scaled
to an integrated content of 8 signal events, for m(γD) = 0.3,
0.9, and 1.3 GeV.

culated in MC as the vector sum of transverse momenta330

of all stable particles in the hidden sector, neutrinos, and331

muons) > 30 GeV, and (iii) the efficiency (�) to recon-332

struct both l-jets in the acceptance, to pass isolation cri-333

teria for both l-jets, and have reconstructed E/T in excess334

of 30 GeV. The acceptance and reconstruction efficiency335

did not vary significantly with m(γD).336

With no excess observed above the expected back-337

ground at large E/T , we set limits on l-jet production cross338

sections, using a likelihood fitter [25] that incorporates a339

log-likelihood ratio (LLR) statistic method [26]. Limits340

at 95% confidence, calculated separately for ee, eµ, and341

µµ channels, as a function of m(γD), using the observed342

number of events, predicted background, and detection343

efficiency and acceptance, are given in Table I, and lim-344

its from the three channels combined are shown in Fig. 4.345

Systematic uncertainties are included for the efficiency of346

signal (20%), normalization of background (20-50%), and347

luminosity (6.1%). The uncertainty on signal efficiency348

is dominated by the uncertainty in tracking efficiency for349

very nearby tracks in data. The background uncertainty350

Chan. R∫ Nobs Nexp A � B σ95% × B, fb

obs. exp.

µµ 0.33 3 8.6± 4.5 50 12 B2
µ 20 35+26

−21

eµ 0.37 11 17.5± 4.2 53 15 2BeBµ 19 30+19
−15

ee 0.04 7 10.2± 1.7 45 20 B2
e 13 19+11

−9

TABLE I: The ratio, R∫ , of the number of events with two
l-jets and E/T >30 GeV divided by the number with E/T <15
GeV in the non-isolated data sample (see text). Then, events
observed and expected from the background for each channel.
The acceptance of the chosen SPS8 [23] SUSY MC point and
the reconstruction efficiency are given in %. Branching ratios
(B) for each channel are calculated from Be and Bµ in Tab. II.
Finally, limits on cross sections from the inclusive l-jet search.

TABLE II: Branching ratio (B) into electrons and muons of
γD as a function of its mass. Mass windows for a search for
γD, and the efficiency for a reconstructed, isolated l-jet to be
found in each mass window, for electron and muon l-jets.

m(γD) (GeV) Be/Bµ ∆M(l-jet)(GeV) Eff. ee/µµ(%)

0.15 1.00/0.00 0.0-0.3 81/-

0.3 0.53/0.47 0.1-0.4 82/88

0.5 0.40/0.40 0.3-0.6 81/89

0.7 0.15/0.15 0.4-0.8 85/89

0.9 0.27/0.27 0.6-1.1 82/91

1.3 0.31/0.31 0.9-1.4 72/79

1.7 0.22/0.22 1.0-1.8 73/76

2.0 0.24/0.24 1.3-2.2 73/83

is dominated by the remaining kinematic bias on E/T aris-351

ing from the isolation criteria. Limits on cross sections352

are also calculated using ranges of l-jet mass, ∆M(l-jet),353

as shown in Table II, and are plotted in Fig. 4.354

The dependence of the efficiency of l-jet reconstruction355

and identification on parameters of the hidden sector was356

studied using MC simulation, for both muon and electron357

l-jets. Additional MC samples were generated for neu-358

tralino decays into a dark Higgs boson that decays into359

two dark photons, leading to more, but softer leptons360

in the l-jets. Efficiency for these samples was similar361

to the baseline model at small m(γD), but decreased to362

50% lower at large m(γD), for both electron and muon363

l-jets. The point m(γD)=0.7 GeV also had an efficiency364

≈50% lower, due to the large branching fraction of γD365

to hadrons. MC was also generated with additional ra-366

diation in the hidden sector. Raising the dark coupling367

(αD) from 0 to 0.3 reduces efficiency by up to 20%, in-368

dependent of m(γD). According to MC simulation, the369

l-jet identification criteria maintain good efficiency even370

for complicated behavior of the hidden sector.371

In summary, we have performed a search for events372

with two tightly collimated jets consisting mainly of lep-373

tons and large missing transverse energy in 5.8 fb
−1

of D0374

Preliminary Preliminary
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ET scale: 52 GeV

Run 248074 Evt 24810582 Wed Dec 17 03:49:03 2008

❖ Consistent with SM prediction

❖ Set an upper limit on the production cross section of SUSY events decaying into 
2 l-jets with E̸T as a function of m(γD) 

ee type 
D0, 5.8 fb-1 Preliminary

7

dark photon mass (GeV)
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

cr
os

s 
se

ct
io

n 
lim

it 
(fb

)

10

210

310

combined inclusive limit

 mass window D!observed limit in 

 mass window D!expected limit in 

FIG. 4: Limits on cross sections observed (blue, solid curve)
for channels combined, corrected for SPS8 acceptance, as a
function of m(γD). Also shown are observed (blue, circles)
and expected (magenta, squares) combined limits on cross
sections using in addition the measured masses of the seed
and companion tracks in both l-jets, for each mass window
studied (from Table II). Limits are weaker when the dark
photon branching ratio to hadrons is larger.

data. The invariant mass of the l-jets, formed by the seed375

track and a companion track was also examined for a res-376

onant signal. No evidence was observed for such signals,377

and upper limits were set, as a function of m(γD), on the378

production cross section for SUSY particles decaying to379

two l-jets and large E/T .380
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❖ Hidden Valley models -- Dark photons: 

❖ detector signature: 

❖ a photon (γ)

❖ a pair of collimated leptons from the dark photon (γD)

❖ Large MET (E̸T) from the LSP in the hidden sector

❖ Backgrounds estimated from data:

❖ QCD + γ,  W→e/μν + γ,  W→τν→3h±ν + γ

     PRL 103, 081802, 2009 arXiv:0905.1478  (GeV)
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❖ Tevatron performs well

❖ Experiments continue to search for evidence of new physics 
beyond SM

❖ Two analysis were presented with unique signatures

❖ Exploring new models/signatures with good knowledge of 
detectors and data

❖ Keep updating results with more data

‣ 9fb-1 has been delivered with 8fb-1 recorded

‣ 11-12fb-1 expected by the end of 2011

❖ Stay tuned for more coming new results
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Massive Long Lived Particles
❖ D0 (CMSP) results (1fb-1)
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❖ CDF (Champs) results (1fb-1) 6
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FIG. 1: Observed (histogram) and predicted (band) mass

distributions for candidate tracks in the muon sample. The

curves on the right show the MC distributions expected for a

140 and a 220 GeV/c2
long-lived stop.

tracks with β ≈ 1. We therefore obtain an absolute pre-
diction for the background mass distribution for a given
set of tracks by convolving the momentum distribution
for those tracks with the distribution of

�
1/β2 − 1, nor-

malized to unit area, for control-region tracks. We find
agreement between the observed and predicted mass dis-
tributions within the control and signal-region electron
tracks and within the control region of the muon sample.
The background prediction for the signal region is shown
by the band in Fig. 1.

We find one candidate track with a mass above
100 GeV/c2 and none above 120 GeV/c2, consistent
with the predicted background of 1.9 ± 0.2 events
above 100 GeV/c2. From this result, we set a model-
independent upper limit on the production cross section
for a single, isolated, weakly interacting CHAMP within
the muon trigger acceptance (approximately |η| < 0.7)
with pT > 40 GeV/c, 0.4 < β < 0.9, and a measured
mass m > 100 GeV/c2 to be σ < 10 fb at 95% C.L. Simi-
larly, the cross-section limit for a up-quark-like CHAMP
under the same assumptions is σ < 48 fb at 95% C.L.

To count the number of events consistent with a stable
t̃ of a given mass ms, we must take into account our mass
resolution. For tracks with β > 0.4 and momenta in the
signal region, the mass resolution is determined by the
momentum resolution [22], which is well modeled by the
MC. We can therefore accurately predict the t̃ mass line
shape. We search for a t̃ signal by integrating all events
within a one-sided window from 0.8ms upward. Table I
shows the resulting number of events as a function of the
t̃ mass. From the estimated efficiencies and the number
of observed events, we calculate the 95% C.L. upper limit
on the cross section shown in Fig. 2. The band represents
the theoretical NLO t̃ pair production cross section, as
calculated using the Prospino2 program [23]. From the

)2Stop Mass  (GeV/c
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C
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s
s
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e
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o
n

 (
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b
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-110
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FIG. 2: The observed 95% C.L. limits on the cross section for

production of a stable top-squark pair (points), compared to

the theoretical NLO cross section [12] (curve). The band rep-

resents theoretical and parton distribution function uncertain-

ties. The intersection of the band with the limit curve yields

a lower mass limit for a stable top squark of 249 GeV/c2
.

intersection of the edge of the band and the limit curve,
we infer a 249 GeV/c2 95% C.L. lower limit on the mass
of a stable t̃. This is the most stringent limit to date.

In conclusion, we have used the CDF II TOF and COT
systems to measure the masses of highly penetrating,
high-pT tracks. The observed mass distribution is consis-
tent with the expected background, which is dominated
by SM particles with mis-measured velocity or momen-
tum. From this result, we set upper limits for the pro-
duction cross section times acceptance of single weakly
(up-quark-like strongly) interacting CHAMPs to be less
than 10 (48) fb at 95% C.L. The 95% C.L. lower limit on
the mass of a stable top squark is 249 GeV/c2.
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FIG. 3: Invariant mass of dark photon candidates with two
isolated l-jets and E/T > 30 GeV, for muon (top) and elec-
tron (bottom) l-jets. Each candidate event contributes two
entries, one for each l-jet. The purple band shows the mass
distribution for events with E/T < 20 GeV, normalized to the
number of entries with E/T > 30 GeV. The lines show the
shape of MC signals added to backgrounds, arbitrarily scaled
to an integrated content of 8 signal events, for m(γD) = 0.3,
0.9, and 1.3 GeV.

culated in MC as the vector sum of transverse momenta330

of all stable particles in the hidden sector, neutrinos, and331

muons) > 30 GeV, and (iii) the efficiency (�) to recon-332

struct both l-jets in the acceptance, to pass isolation cri-333

teria for both l-jets, and have reconstructed E/T in excess334

of 30 GeV. The acceptance and reconstruction efficiency335

did not vary significantly with m(γD).336

With no excess observed above the expected back-337

ground at large E/T , we set limits on l-jet production cross338

sections, using a likelihood fitter [25] that incorporates a339

log-likelihood ratio (LLR) statistic method [26]. Limits340

at 95% confidence, calculated separately for ee, eµ, and341

µµ channels, as a function of m(γD), using the observed342

number of events, predicted background, and detection343

efficiency and acceptance, are given in Table I, and lim-344

its from the three channels combined are shown in Fig. 4.345

Systematic uncertainties are included for the efficiency of346

signal (20%), normalization of background (20-50%), and347

luminosity (6.1%). The uncertainty on signal efficiency348

is dominated by the uncertainty in tracking efficiency for349

very nearby tracks in data. The background uncertainty350

Chan. R∫ Nobs Nexp A � B σ95% × B, fb

obs. exp.

µµ 0.33 3 8.6± 4.5 50 12 B2
µ 20 35+26

−21

eµ 0.37 11 17.5± 4.2 53 15 2BeBµ 19 30+19
−15

ee 0.04 7 10.2± 1.7 45 20 B2
e 13 19+11

−9

TABLE I: The ratio, R∫ , of the number of events with two
l-jets and E/T >30 GeV divided by the number with E/T <15
GeV in the non-isolated data sample (see text). Then, events
observed and expected from the background for each channel.
The acceptance of the chosen SPS8 [23] SUSY MC point and
the reconstruction efficiency are given in %. Branching ratios
(B) for each channel are calculated from Be and Bµ in Tab. II.
Finally, limits on cross sections from the inclusive l-jet search.

TABLE II: Branching ratio (B) into electrons and muons of
γD as a function of its mass. Mass windows for a search for
γD, and the efficiency for a reconstructed, isolated l-jet to be
found in each mass window, for electron and muon l-jets.

m(γD) (GeV) Be/Bµ ∆M(l-jet)(GeV) Eff. ee/µµ(%)

0.15 1.00/0.00 0.0-0.3 81/-

0.3 0.53/0.47 0.1-0.4 82/88

0.5 0.40/0.40 0.3-0.6 81/89

0.7 0.15/0.15 0.4-0.8 85/89

0.9 0.27/0.27 0.6-1.1 82/91

1.3 0.31/0.31 0.9-1.4 72/79

1.7 0.22/0.22 1.0-1.8 73/76

2.0 0.24/0.24 1.3-2.2 73/83

is dominated by the remaining kinematic bias on E/T aris-351

ing from the isolation criteria. Limits on cross sections352

are also calculated using ranges of l-jet mass, ∆M(l-jet),353

as shown in Table II, and are plotted in Fig. 4.354

The dependence of the efficiency of l-jet reconstruction355

and identification on parameters of the hidden sector was356

studied using MC simulation, for both muon and electron357

l-jets. Additional MC samples were generated for neu-358

tralino decays into a dark Higgs boson that decays into359

two dark photons, leading to more, but softer leptons360

in the l-jets. Efficiency for these samples was similar361

to the baseline model at small m(γD), but decreased to362

50% lower at large m(γD), for both electron and muon363

l-jets. The point m(γD)=0.7 GeV also had an efficiency364

≈50% lower, due to the large branching fraction of γD365

to hadrons. MC was also generated with additional ra-366

diation in the hidden sector. Raising the dark coupling367

(αD) from 0 to 0.3 reduces efficiency by up to 20%, in-368

dependent of m(γD). According to MC simulation, the369

l-jet identification criteria maintain good efficiency even370

for complicated behavior of the hidden sector.371

In summary, we have performed a search for events372

with two tightly collimated jets consisting mainly of lep-373

tons and large missing transverse energy in 5.8 fb
−1

of D0374

5

in the annular ring 0.2 < R < 0.4 relative to the seed265

track. Muon l-jet calorimeter isolation (Iµ), defined in266

Ref. [24], uses the transverse energies of all calorimeter267

cells within R < 0.4, excluding cells within R < 0.1 of268

either the seed muon or the companion track. For elec-269

tron l-jet isolation, we employ the EM cluster isolation,270

Ie , defined above. For achieving good estimates of back-271

ground contributions, it is critical that the l-jet isolation272

requirements not bias the kinematics, such as the E/T or273

pT of l-jets. For both muon and electron l-jets, track iso-274

lation is required to be Il <2 GeV, which does not signif-275

icantly bias the kinematics of background. Calorimeter276

isolation criteria are chosen as linear functions of l-jet pT277

values, such that the fraction of rejected background is278

large but minimally dependent on E/T , as discussed be-279

low. For EM objects, we choose IEM < 0.085×pT −0.53280

(in GeV units), which rejects 90% of the background.281

For muon l-jets we use the scalar sum of pT values of282

the muon and companion tracks as a measure of l-jet pT ,283

and require Iµ < 0.066 × pT + 2.35, which rejects 94%284

of the background. We compare the E/T distribution in285

the sample with just one isolated l-jet to all events in the286

sample with two (not necessarily isolated) l-jets. The two287

shapes are very close, which indicates that the kinematic288

bias of Ie and Iµ on the E/T is small. We therefore use the289

E/T distribution in the non-isolated sample to predict the290

background shape in the sample with two isolated l-jets,291

which is dominated by the same multijet processes.292

Finally, we require E/T >30 GeV, where E/T is calcu-293

lated using only the calorimeter information, and is not294

corrected for muons, since muon reconstruction is un-295

reliable in l-jets due to the presence of nearby tracks.296

We re-scale the E/T distribution in the non-isolated data297

sample so that the total number of events with E/T < 15298

GeV matches that in the isolated data sample, see Fig. 2.299

The ratio, R∫ , of the number of events in each channel300

with two l-jets and E/T >30 GeV divided by the num-301

ber with E/T <15 GeV, measured in the non-isolated data302

sample, is also given in Table I. The value of R∫ is impor-303

tant since were a signal to have a E/T spectrum similar304

to that of the background, this analysis would not be305

sensitive to it regardless of its cross section. The back-306

ground for a signal having f1 events with E/T <15 GeV307

and f2 with E/T >30 GeV is (f1/f2) × R∫ times larger308

than when no signal is present. For the signals consid-309

ered here, (f1/f2)×R∫ � 1 and the correction is ignored.310

If the track multiplicity in the l-jet is not large, the lead-311

ing track and its companion track are likely to come from312

the decay of the same dark photon, so we also examine313

the invariant mass of the seed and companion track for314

events selected in the three high E/T analysis channels315

(Fig. 3). The backgrounds are normalized by scaling the316

events passing all selections but with E/T < 20 GeV to317

data with E/T > 30 GeV outside of the mass windows,318

thus R∫ is irrelevant for this second analysis. The selec-319

tion of background events was loosened to E/T < 20 GeV320
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FIG. 2: The E/T distribution for events with two isolated muon
l-jets (top), one muon and one electron l-jet (middle), and
two electron l-jets (bottom). The data are given by the black
points, and the shaded bands represent the expected back-
grounds, with magenta showing the correlated part of the
systematic uncertainty from normalization and yellow the full
uncertainty. The SPS8 MC contribution for signal (see text)
is scaled to have an integrated content of 10 events. The
highest bin contains all events with E/T >100 GeV as well.

for this resonance search to improve the statistics of the321

sample.322

We split the detection efficiency into three components323

(see Table I): (i) the probability (B) for an event to have324

at least two l-jets in a given combination (ee, eµ, or µµ),325

on the basis of γD branching fractions [14], (ii) the accep-326

tance (A) for both l-jets to have the seed and companion327

tracks within |η| < 1.1 for electrons and < 1.6 for muons,328

with pT >10 and 4 GeV, respectively, and the E/T (cal-329
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